
First exposure, Concepts and ASICS
brand new joint Gel-Respector shoes, -
1626 trend line information - News Reports Release

coincides with the Art Basel Miami period, the Boston fashion name, Concepts will open Pop-up stores in Miami, and the first
exposure and old friend ASICS brand new joint Gel-Respector shoes. Design inspiration from Miami in 1980s and the coca tree, with
green throughout the body made of high-grade suede shoes retro, marks on both sides were also in white and Green Suede Leather
to create contrast, with both sides of the joint custom Logo embellishment on the tongue and insole, and equipped with white midsole
and rubber outsole and. In addition, these shoes will also be equipped with full version of the dollar bill pattern shoebox, will be on
December 5th in Concepts, Cambridge and New York stores and online stores. Concepts is still confidential for the specific address
of the Pop-up store in Miami, and local friends may pay attention to their Twitter and Instagram account updates. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

it's one of the most attractive Hairstyles for girls! 

can do so much for the team to take part in the marathon? Zhou Bichang? 

jerseys collocation! Sexy and unassuming 
you may have overlooked 

why do the boys have no resistance to girls wearing AJ? 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 

Nike Benassi Print Slide black and red flowers 

Reebok LX8500 retro running shoes 

Air Force 2 engraved again shine Qing Bruce Lee's birthday! BAIT X Onitsuka Tiger creates "Jeet Kune Do" and "Colorado Eighty-
Five" "Legend" 

: a comment on Air Force 2 engraved again shine a celebration of the birth of Bruce Lee! BAIT, X, Onitsuka, Tiger >

, an original brand from Shanghai, THE THING recently introduced the latest shoes, style to maintain their consistent fun and spoof, of
course, playing at the same time to ensure a considerable sense of quality! 



camouflage shoes $180
; 

martial arts shoes pattern 180

environmental protection shoes 180

Stussy, x, NBHD, x, Nike, three strong joint JD shop, don't note Nike Air Max 90 

comments on 
last article: Stussy x NBHD x Nike three strong teamed up next article: JD shop do not note Nike Air Max 90 

? The day before, to bring a new design dedicated to the interpretation of the classic Japanese style clogs and wind single product
visvim 2017 spring quarter. This pair of clogs natural selection of Paulownia Wood collocation red and black and blue retro square
together, but also on the heel with unique pattern, a few pens will reflect the essence of Japanese aesthetics. It is reported that the
new design is visvim clogs by visvim flagship store and Japan online store officially on sale, priced at $$492. 
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